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exhibit the scaling behavior (1) found in purely
hadronic reactions at higher energies. It is found
that when the cross section is expressed in terms
of the missing mass, at a fixed missing mass
and fixed center-of-mass angle, the S" depen-
dence is independent of the missing mass and is
the same as the one found for pion production.
This behavior agrees with the predictions of the
constituent interchange model indicating that the
cross section is dominated by elementary quark
interactions of the form of Egs. (12)-(14). The
failure to observe scaling in the form predicted
by Eq. (1) may be due to the fact that no single
one of the elementary quark interactions dom-
inates in this energy region.
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We construct a unitary Deck model with coupled K*& and Ep ch~»els, including only
one resonance in the Q region. Adjusting the resonance parameters, we achieve a satis-
factory description of the experimental phase variations and the structure in the mass
spectra. The resonance is determined to belong to the J =1+" SU(3) octet, and is thus
the Qz. The relative coupling strength Ã~&/Kp is —3.

Among the two octets of axial-vector meson
resonances predicted by the quark model, only
the 8 meson has been unambiguously identified.
The apparent absence of the others is an out-
standing difficulty. ' Very recently, a Stanford
Linear Accelerator Center group' reported evi-
dence for the existence of two strange axial-vec-
tor mesons, Q, and Q, . Their conclusion is based
both on structure in the K~n and Kp mass distri-
butions and on observed phase variations. In this
Letter, we show that all these significant features
of the data may be understood in terms of only
one axial-vector resonance and nonresonant Deck

background. ' The resonance couples to both the
Kp and K*71' channels. For reasons we describe,
it must have odd charge-conjugation relative to
the K. It is thus the Q~, with 4 ~=1' . We find
that its mass lies between 1,3 and 1.4 GeV, and
its width is of order 150 MeV. Our description of
the data without a Q„(Z~c= 1")resonance is con-
sistent with the apparent absence of a resonance
signal in the J~=1'np A, system. '

We begin with two assumptions. First, there
are nonresonant Deck amplitudes, sketched in
Fig. 1, for both the K*v and Kp channels. Sec-
ond, we assume that there is one J = 1 reso-
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FIG. 1. (a) Pion-exchange Deck graph for Ã p
K+ow P; (b) kaon-exchange Deck graph for g p

p p, eE, Th kinematic variables are indicated; I' stands
for the Pomeron exchange.

nance, with mass, width, and branching ratios to
be determined, which couples to both the K*v and

Kp channels. The rest is a, classical two-channel
problem of finding a properly analytic and unitary
J~ = I ' artial-wave amplitude which satisifes ourPRr 1

assumptions. We then vary the parameters of the
resonance to achieve an acceptable representa-
tion of the data. The structure in the data re-
quires that the resonance have odd C.

The Deck model has been described at length
elsewhere. ' We quote here the analytic form val-
id near t=0 for the J~=1' 8-wave K*& amplitude,
with helicity zero in the Gottfried-Jackson frame:

&,.„(s,~', t)

2g~ e ~ + ~ -
~ Kg e

~
8o ~~

(~ ) (1)(M -m, ')

Kinematic variables are defined in Fig. 1. Here,
~
K z. ~

is the incident kaon three-momentum as
th K* rest frame o' xs the asymptot c

pttl t'; h, '
th lp p t

2=for vp elastic scattering; and g„.~+„- =4~(1.66).
I ikewise, for the kaon-exchange Deck graph in

Fig. 1(b), the 8 = 1' 8-wave helicity-zero Kp
amplitude is

a„(s,M', ~)
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FIG. 2. Mass dependence at t =0 of d o/dldt in the2

J A. , = 1+0 partial wave for (a) the K*& and (b) the Kp
channels. The dashed lines represent the pure Deck
model, The solid lines are fr om our Unitarl2, 'ed Deck
model. We determine the mass and width of the Q~
resonance (1.34 and 0.15 GeV) from the position of the
second sheet pole. These correspond to ~s& ——1.43 GeV,

=-0.35, and f =0.55 in Eq. (4). (c) The phase of the
1+ Ep amplitude measured with respect to the 1+ K*7)

amplitude.

For normalization, we adopt the SU(3) relation-
ship 2gpog+g gpo7)+7i y

w~ g pom+7i-'wz + = 4v, 2.4).
We evaluate ~K ~ ) and ~Kz( at t, ' =-0.2 Geg'
which we take to be independent of I; and M. For
the remaining part of this I etter, we specialize
to t=0. ln a more detailed paper in the future,
we expect to Rddress the varlatlon with g Rs well
as the full-spin problem.

We write the Deck contribution as a two-com-
ponent vector:

(A~. ,)r, =I

The Deck amplitudes provide featureless thresh-
old enhancements shown as dashed lines in Fig.
2.

Our second assumption is that there is one res-
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onance in the 8' =1 S wave, which decays into
both the K*& and Kp„A unitary 8 matrix repre-
senting this coupled-channel scattering is easily
constructed. We begin with the real symmetric
K matrix

gf
, -M g, -M

Here s, is related to the square of the mass of
the resonance, and g and f, to its coupling con-
stants to K*v and Kp, respectively; u'=g'+f'.
The S matrix is then

S = [I -K(M')C'(M')] '[I -K(M')C (M') ], (5)

where the C matrix is diagonal, (C),„=h, ,c, (M').
The C, and C, are the usual unequal-mass Chew-
Mandelstam functions' for K~v and Kp, respec-
tively. E.g. , C,(M') is cut from M'=(m». +m, )'
to ~; for M ~ (m». + m, ), it satisfies

ImC, (M') = 2q/M = [M' --(m + m )'] "'[M' -(m -m )'] "'/M'

Each C, is defined so that C,.(0) = 0. Equation (5) then provides a strong-interaction S matrix with prop-
er analyticity and unitarity properties. For a given function F(M ), the notation E'(M') is used to de-
note E(M'sic), and hF(M') =(F' I" )/-2i.

%'e now face the standard problem of correcting a production mechanism, here the Deck amplitude,
by final-state interactions. " In our case, we must use a coupled-channel formulation. ' The J = 1'
S-wave amplitude vector should be analytic in the complex M' plane cut from -~ to M~' (left-hand cut)
and from Ms to +~ (right-hand cut). It should satisfy the following discontinuity relationships across
these cuts: (a) T'(M') =S(M')T (M'), M'~ M„'; generalized Watson theorem, ' where in the umtarity
relation, we retain only the K~m and the Kp intermediate states. (b) The left-hand cut discontinuity is
given by the Deck amplitude: b, T(M'} = AT~(M'), for M' - M~'. Furthermore, we require that T(M')
reduce to T~(M') when the S matrix [Eq, (5}] is identically unity. "

The solution to this problem is the Cauchy integral' '

(
D(M') "~ D '(s )~T,(s )ds'

77 0D (s' -s)
where D(M') is an invertible 2 &2 matrix, whose elements are analytic in AP. D(M') possesses only
the right-hand cut and satisfies D'(M') =S(M')D (M') across this cut, above the thresholds. " D(M') is
unique up to norma. lization' which cancels in Eq. (7). The factorized form chosen for K(M') in Eq. (4)
permits us to obtain an analytic expression' for D(M'):

gs, -f(s, -M' n'C, ))-
1

D(M') =

s~ g(s) -M —n C~)

For the final J~= 1' partial-wave amplitude, we derive

A, .„(M')(g'[s,-m, ' u'C, (m-„')] +f'[s, M'-n'C, (M')]-j

+gfA»&(M )j 'M- m'-»n2C( 2m)»+2n2C (M )j
Q 2

(s, -M' f'C, -g C,)-
A»( M)f 'f[ ,s- m'»- 'uC( m)»] +g'[s, -M'-u'C, (M')]j

+gfA». „(M'){M'-m»' n'C, (m»') + n'C-, (M') j
The upper element of the vector T(M') is the K*~
channel amplitude, whereas the lower is the Kp
amplitude. The structure of each amplitude in
Eq. (9) is that of a resonance term (s, -M' f'C, -
-g'C, ) =(s, -M' -i I'M) convoluted with a sum of
the K*w and Kp Deck amplitudes. Moreover,
multiplying each of the Beck amplitudes A~. „and

A« is a complex function of M', with zeros in
the real part occurring at values of AP fixed by
the resonance parameters. These zeros provide
structure in the cross section do/dM.

With the normalizations of the Deck amplitudes
fixed, we vary f/g and observe the resultant
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changes in the K *v and Kp amplitudes. In Fig. 2,
we present results in which the two peaks in the
K*~ spectrum have equal heights. The overall
agreement with data' is qualitatively excellent
and is even quantitative for the Kp mass distrib-
ution [Fig. 2(b)], the Kp versus K*@ relative
phase [Fig. 2(c)], and the relative cross sec-
tions. The results shown are insensitive to rea-
sonable modifications of the Deck amplitudes.
For example, the use of form factors in the v and
K exchange legs of Fig. 1 may change the relative
normalization of the two Deck terms. By making
compensating changes in our (f/g) ratio, we can
maintain the essential features of Fig. 2.

Several points should be emphasized. To ob-
tain a dip in the K*w mass distribution, it is nec-
essary that (f/g) be negative relative to (gx. x,/
gzxz). Therefore, the resonance must have odd

C relative to the kaon. It is thus the Qs with J~c
=1' . The relative heights of the two peaks in
the K*m mass spectrum, the width of the thresh-
old structure in the Kp mass distribution, and the
K*& versus Kp phase variation are controlled by
the ma, gnitude of (f/g). In our solution, we find

(f/g) = 1.5, with the Kp coupling favored The.

SU(3) prediction is (f/g) =-1 for the Qs. The po-
sition of the dip in the K*& spectrum is influenced

by our choice of resonance position. We use M„,
=1340 MeV to obtain the results in Fig. 2. Low-
ering this value, we would displace the dip to a
lower mass. It is the resonance which generates
the sharp structure near the Kp threshold.

The variation of y„i shown in Fig. 2(c) is in ex-
cellent agreement with the data, increasing from
-30' at M = 1.26 GeV to +40' at M = 1.35 GeV,
and then falling again. The phase of our K*v
amplitude varies very slowly in the region M
&1.35 GeV, with an average value of -5'. Be-
cause of the K*(1420) resonance, we expect the 2'
K*m phase to vary relative to the 1' K*v phase
as M is increased through 1420 MeV. However,
the rise may be limited because the K*~ branch-
ing fraction of the K~(1420) is only 30%%d. Tw oex-
perimental groups' indeed observed a phase in-
crease of roughly + 50' in the neighborhood of the
1420, consistent with our expectations.

Two discrepancies may be noted between our
theoretical curves (Fig. 2) and the data. We ob-
tain roughly -', of the measured absolute cross
section. Second, our K*v mass distribution is
somewhat too broad. It rises too quickly from
thresho'. d and falls off too slowly above 1.4 GeV.
Narrowing of the mass distribution can be ac-
complished with form factors in t, and/or Regge-

ization of the m and K exchanges in the Deck amp-
litudes. Otherwise, the K matrix, Eq. (4), can
be improved, for instance by adding a nonreso-
nant background. The shortage of overall cross
section opens the issue of whether there is room
for a second Q resonance, a state with J c= 1".
In a more complete Deck amplitude, one would
include graphs with K* and p exchanges, in addi-
tion to the v and K exchange graphs shown in Fig.
1. Data suggest that these vector exchanges con-
tribute with cross sections roughly equal to the
pseudoscalar terms, ' thereby making up the
cross-section shortage. We believe only a very
broad Q~ could be tolerated in our framework.
Finally, the data at large i ti, where the cross
section is relatively small, show that the K*~
and Kp systems are produced with t-channel and
s-channel helicity conservation, respectively. '
We have investigated the helicity properties of
the vector-exchange Deck graphs and find that
they quite naturally supply this difference. "
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The quantities A„and P~ were remeasured for E& & 4 MeV in the reaction 3H(p, n)3He.
Although our A data confirm previous data, our P~ values are appreciably larger than
earlier results and in fact agree well with those for A . Elimination of the previously
reported A.~-I'~ difference has important consequences. Charge-symmetry-breaking ef-
fects must be small or nonexistent in this reaction; and the previously required f-wave
admixture to the lowest J =2 state of He is no longer necessary.

Concern over the inequalities of the analyzing
power A„ for an incident polarized beam and the
polarization I'" for an incident unpolarized beam
for (p, n) reactions began in 1971 with the reaction
'H(p, n)'He. Haight et al. ' compared their A, data
to the then existing P' data and observed that the
two quantities were essentially the same above 4

MeV, but differed appreciably below this energy,
by about 20% of the experimental magnitude. This
difference was particularly surprising as charge-
independent R-matrix calculations' showed differ-
ences of less than 1/q. Since then, several perti-
nent Letter's have appeared. First, Arnold et al. '
showed that the differences in these quantities
provided fairly unambiguous evidence for an f
wave admixture to the lowest 2 state in 4He.
Conzett' followed by showing that an equality of

A, and P' is expected in (p, n) reactions connect-
ing mirror nuclei. More significantly, he recog-
nized that differences in these quantities imply a
breaking of exact charge symmetry by the Cou-
lomb interaction and hence measures of these dif-
ferences provide a mechanism for investigating
charge-symmetry-breaking terms in the nuclear
interaction. Because of the significance of these
differences in the reaction 'H(p, n)'He and because
of suspected problems in the earlier experiments,
we remeasured both quantities and report our re-
sults and conclusions in this Letter.

The A, measurements were carried out using
The Ohio State University polarized-ion-source

facility' which yields beams of 50 nA with about
60c/c polarization. The neutrons were produced
in a 0.23 mg/cm' titanium-tritium target and
were detected by a pair of symmetrically located
NE213 scintillators. Recoil spectra, gated for
neutrons using conventional n-y discrimination
electronics, were accumulated, stored on mag-
netic disk, and subjected to further off-line data
reduction. The A, data were obtained by alter-
nately measuring spectra with the beam polarized
and unpolarized for equal total charge. After
each A, measurement, the beam polarization was
obtained by inserting a 4He polarimeter in front
of the neutron target. Further experimental de-
tails will be given by Doyle et al. '

The results of these A, measurements at 45' in
the center-of-mass frame (c.m. ) for F~= 1.75 to
3.9 MeV are shown in Fig. 1(a) along with the
earlier data of Haight eI. QI. ' and with a curve to
guide the eye. The agreement between the two
sets of data is quite good over the entire energy
range. Besides confirming the earlier data, this

agreement indicates that concerns over beam de-
polarization effects in the tandem accelerator
terminal' and differences in experimental tech-
niques are of little consequence. An angular dis-
tribution of A, measured at 2.48 Me V is shown in
Fig. 2(a) along with a fit to the da.ta. Our data are
in excellent agreement with the earlier data of
Brown and Rohrer' plotted in this figure. For
completeness, the A, angular distribution of


